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Dongguan Xinyi Door Industrial Co., Ltd is a high-tech enterprise known for R&D, manufacture and 

sales in industry doors such as roll-up doors, stacking doors, sliding doors, swing doors, sectional 

doors. Our products are wildly applied at home and abroad.Xinyi takes product quality as the 

guarantee and customer satisfaction as the purpose, striving to develop the market. Now it has 

established branches and product distributors in more than 20 large/medium-sized cities across the 

country. The company introduces advanced French technology, equipment and provides large price 

range to choose from. Our doors are safe, soundproof, dustproof, airtight, helpful in improving 

workshop environment and sanitation. They are widely used in food industry, electronics factories, 

cold storage chains, auto industry, chemical industry, pharmaceutical plants. 

Xinyi sincerely hopes that through our joint efforts, we will continue to adhere to the tenet of: quality 

first, reputation first, and the guarantee of safer, faster and more efficient services.

Strong R&D Technology System

Xinyi Door Industry introduces foreign advanced technology 

and management, closely follows the international industrial 

science and technology trend, and gathers professional, 

well-trained, and skilled engineering and technical personnel 

to ensure that we can meet customers on time, quality and 

quantity. For individual needs, the R&D team always follows the 

forward-looking thinking of innovation as the forerunner, has a 

number of national patents, maintains professional sensitivity.

Solid Production System

With many years of profound professional expertise, the company has 

successively introduced advanced original machinery, electronic 

processing and manufacturing equipment and self-developed production 

equipment from all over the world, and implemented industrial intelligent 

automation operations to ensure production quality.

Reliable Quality System

Xinyi Medical Door has passed ISO9001 and CE certification through 

multi-process production and strict load-bearing operation, high 

temperature aging detection means. Our quality system has reached 

internationally recognized high standards in terms of product design, 

purchase material production testing, supply and service.

Sound After-sales Service System

Xinyi Door Industry implements the installation service process in 

accordance with the ISO9001 quality assurance system, a sound system,

fast logistics and a standardized after-sales team to provide customers 

with timely and effective technical support and solve product after-sales 

problems.
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PVC High Speed Door

PVC High Speed Door, with a speed of more than 0.6 meters per second, is a fast lift barrier-free isolation 

type. The main function is to ensure workshops dust-free. It is thermal insulated,  insect-proof, wind-proof, 

dustproof, soundproofing, fire-retardant and odor-proof.

Product Introduction

Features
1.Fast, Energy saving

All high speed roll-up doors have 1500-2000mm/s opening speed.High-tech helps energy saving which is 

a perfect option for logistics channel,large entrances, internal and external doors This door ensures a good 

working environment for hygienic and smooth flow of goods as well as minimizes wear and tear

2.Convenient,Safe,Reliable

Door system has high-frequency opening (1000-1500 times/day), high stability, reliable quality, good wind- 

resistance performance, strong impact resistance.It can withstand the equivalent of five to six wind speed, 

so this type of door is equipped with infrared sensor,airbag and anti-collision device at the bottom.Our door 

is in line with European safety standards

3.Economical, Easy to repair

4.Multi Opening Options

Main Operation System: Radar Sensors/ button press

Optional: Geomagnetic ring controller, Rope controller, Card, Access networking, Multi-door interlock, 

Anti-collision column, alarm etc

Radar Geomagnetic ring controller Pneumatic switch button Rope switch

Controller Button Infrared electric eye Flashing lights Traffic Light

Our doors have a stainless steel or painted steel plate exterior structure with imported interntal system or 

domestic type and we provide a large range of prices,custom designs for clients.
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Aluminium High Speed Door
Product Introduction

Aluminium High Speed Door is a new type of metal fast door with anti-theft and high temperature partition. It is 

reliable, practical, and easy to operate. Widely used in underground garages, automobile manufacturing plants, 

food, chemical and other places, which can greatly satisfy high-performance logistics and clean places

Features

1.Control System

Control System has Servo system and DSP chip. It is to set the opening height by receiving the absolute encoder signal 

from the motor tail post

2.Motor System

Motor System uses absolute servo System, Japan Tamagawa encoder, brake system and manual release mechanism. 

Overload capacity is strong, switch can work more than 2000 times in some high-frequency operation situtaions. 

3.Lifting Mechanism

Use aluminum bearing track to ensure the curtain move quietly when in high-speed

Safety System

1.Infrared protection electric eyes: The door frame is flanked by a radio eye and there are objects under the fast door to 

keep the door open when it descends.

2.Bottom Protection Edge: Objects are out of infrared rays range when the door is falling, this system could protect 

objects and people.

3.Light Curtain: This configuration is unique to the BAST industrial gate-a type of safety protection,which is composed 

of 18 sets of rays using the 485 communication protocol.
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